NEW VERSION OF CMMD  5/17/71

The following have been moved from COMMAND PROCESSOR to SERVICES:
  JPROC
  BRUCE
  USERBUG
  BILL
  PAUL

CRUNCH has been removed from COMMAND PROCESSOR, (it has always been in
SERVICES also.)

The following require system programmer present flag:
  JPROC
  BRUCE
  USERBUG
  PAUL
  CRUNCH
  and reference to  ROOTD

System programmer present flag may be turned on in 2 ways:
  1) Type SYSTEMP in services
      response is SAY AGAIN
      now type SALVATION
      the flag is now on

  2) After a system  . . . stop or a system  error, the message
      CALL SHIFT  SUPERVISOR (64) 2-3043
      is printed. It will continue to be printed until
      SALVATION  is typed. The flag is then on and you are
      in  BEAD GHOST.

System programmer present flag may be turned off by either:
  Typing GONE in services or bead ghost
  or  PURGE

DUE TO A BUG, SOON TO BE FIXED, it turns off on return from bead ghost.